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Varhaiselämän suolistomikrobistolla on suuri merkitys immuunijärjestelmän kehittymisen sekä lapsen pitkäaikaisen
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eristäminen ja karakterisointi lasten suolistomikrobiston kehitykseen keskittyvän Health and Early Life Microbiota
(HELMi) -kohorttitutkimukseen osallistuvien vauvojen ja äitien ulostenäytteistä viljely- sekä
metagenomiikkapohjaisten menetelmien avulla.
Lasten 9. ikäviikon näytteistä eristettiin gramnegatiivisia bakteereita, jotka tunnistettiin Sanger-sekvensoinnin avulla.
Yhteensä seitsemän joko lasten ulostenäytteistä tai äitien myöhäisraskaudenaikaisista ulostenäytteistä aiemmin
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tunnistettiin kuuluvan Bacteroides-sukuun, joille tehtiin edelleen myös toiminnallinen analyysi. Ennustettujen
avoimien lukukehysten perusteella suurin osa koottujen Bacteroides-genomien tunnistetuista proteiineista osallistui
solujen perustoimintoihin, mutta suurin osa solujen aineenvaihduntaan liittyvistä ennustetuista proteiineista osallistui
hiilihydraatti-, aminohappoa- ja glykaaniaineenvaihduntaan korostaen Bacteroides-suvun roolia suolistossa tärkeänä
ja monipuolisena hiilihydraattien kuluttajana. Tulokset osoittavat, että Bacteroides-lajin jäsenillä on tärkeä
immunologinen ja metabolinen rooli vauvan suolistomikrobistossa. Lisää tutkimusta tarvitaan Bacteroidesbakteerilajin TLR2/6-reseptorin aktivoinnin aiheuttavan molekyylin karakterisoimiseksi sekä aktivoinnin
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1 Introduction
1.1 Early gut microbiota and infant health
Immediately after birth, an infant is exposed to a large diversity of microbes from diet and by frequent
interactions with their caretakers and the environment. The early colonization begins right after birth
and continues throughout the individual’s life span. Especially during infancy and early childhood,
the infant gut microbiota is highly dynamic before gradually reaching a mature composition the
individual will largely maintain during adulthood (Yatsunenko et al., 2012). Importantly, it has been
shown that composition and dynamics of the early life gut microbiota play a major role in establishing
neonatal immunity and is suggested to have multiple impacts on the child’s long-term health (Koenig
et al., 2011; Stiemsma & Michels, 2018). In particular, the early gut microbiota composition has been
linked to the development of chronic and long-term immune diseases, such as asthma, allergies, and
obesity (Sarkar et al., 2021). Numerous studies have explored the impact of birth mode on the early
microbiota and showed that infants delivered via C-section are characterized by a reduced early gut
microbiota diversity compared to infants born vaginally (Korpela & De Vos, 2018). This impact on
the early microbiota has been linked to a delayed or altered development of the immune system (Olin
et al., 2018). Although studies associate C-section related microbiota alterations with metabolic
disorders and allergies, the causal relationship between the alterations in the early life microbiota and
the host health are not well understood. Especially in children, deciphering the direction of causality
between microbiome alterations and negative health outcomes is difficult with limited options for
intervention due to ethical reasons. To better understand the influence of early gut microbiota on the
long-term health, the characterization of the individual microbes residing in the gut during the early
colonization plays an important role; however, the progress is limited by the large diversity in the
number of microbes, and by the individual and temporal variations among the infants’ microbiota
caused by external factors, such as mode of birth, diet, and usage of antibiotics (Goulet, 2015).
To gain a thorough comprehension of the microbes that are present in the gut, in addition to cultivating
bacteria for phenotypic characterization, it is important to investigate the genetic material of all the
microbes, the microbiome, to unfold the possible roles various microbes play in the development of
human wellbeing and disease (Turnbaugh et al., 2007).
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Today, recent developments in the area of culturomics, a high-throughput culturing approach in which
samples are cultured under various conditions followed by mass-spectrometry and 16S rRNA gene
sequencing methods, have contributed to the efficient identification of cultivated microbes (Lagier et
al., 2018). The approach has allowed to expand the repertoire of media where microbes are cultured
and to recognize previously uncultured microbes. However, culturomics methods are not able to
identify microbes that are unable to grow on currently used artificial media and therefore, this
approach alone can’t provide a comprehensive view of the whole microbiota (Lagier et al., 2012).
Thus, culture-dependent methods are often accompanied by high-throughput sequencing methods,
which allow characterization and a large-scale investigation of the functions of different microbes
(Quince et al., 2017) (Figure 1). Currently, multiple molecular tools are available to study the human
microbiome (Figure 1) and integration of these different omics-technologies allows for extensive
investigation of the complex functions the microbes have in the human gut (Jansson & Baker, 2016).

Figure 1. A schematic illustrating the culture-dependent and culture-independent methods to study
human microbiome. Culture-independent methods rely on high-throughput sequencing methods whereas
culture-dependent methods take advantage of high-throughput culturing methods. Based on research interest,
culture-independent methods can be applied to evaluate the microbiome diversity and composition
(metataxonomics), profile microbial gene expression based on microbial RNA (metatranscriptomics), study
microbial proteins (metaproteomics), analyze microbial metabolic responses (metabolomics) or studying the
genetic material of microbial communities (metagenomics). Culture-dependent methods can be used to
identify and phenotypically characterize microbes present in human gut (culturomics). Created with
BioRender.com. MS = Mass spectrometry; WGS = Whole genome shotgun sequencing.
3

1.2 Health and Early Microbiota (HELMi) cohort
In order to address these challenges and provide a better understanding of the associations between
early life microbiota and infant health, large-scale longitudinal birth cohorts are necessary. The Health
and Early Microbiota (HELMi) cohort is a longitudinal birth cohort of healthy term Finnish infants,
which aims to identify the environmental, lifestyle, and genetic factors that influence the composition
of developing microbiota during the first years of life and link these microbiota variations to the
child’s health and well-being (Korpela et al., 2019). The cohort is composed of more than 1000
healthy term infants born in the capital area of Finland and currently followed up from birth until the
age of 4 to 5 years. In addition to fecal sampling, extensive metadata is also collected from both
children and their parents with questionnaires regarding the child’s nutrition, medication,
environmental exposures, and cognitive, social, and motor development to gain a clear picture of how
the development of the microbiome impacts the development and wellbeing of the child and how it
can be supported in the future.

1.3 Bacteroides spp. as a key player in early gut microbiota
This thesis focuses on a specific bacterial genus Bacteroides. Bacteroides are rod-shaped gramnegative anaerobes frequently found as one of the most abundant colonizers in the human gut
throughout the lifespan, generally accounting for 10-40% of the total bacterial population detected in
the stool of the healthy infants (Korpela & De Vos, 2018). This is believed to be due to their
remarkable capacity to metabolize and consume components in human milk, in particular human milk
oligosaccharides (HMOs) (Marcobal et al., 2011). HMOs are complex sugars, indigestible to the
infant and for this reason able to reach colon, where they are degraded by HMO consuming bacteria
such as Bifidobacteria and Bacteroides spp. (Kunz et al., 2000). B.fragilis, B.ovatus,
B.thetaiotaomicron, B.vulgatus, and B.uniformis are some of the Bacteroides spp. most commonly
observed in the human gut (Wexler, 2007).
Most importantly, Bacteroides spp. are typically found at a lower abundance in C-section delivered
infants (Korpela & De Vos, 2018). This microbial signature is detectable in C-section delivered
infants up to at least 6 to 12 months of age, despite some mitigation effects of breastfeeding (Azad et
al., 2015). This depletion has been suggested to be due to a lack of exposure to the mother’s intestinal
microbiota during C-section birth (Mitchell et al., 2020).
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Despite their potential importance for infant microbiota maturation and health, relatively little is
known about the genomic and phenotypic characteristics of early Bacteroides colonizers. Current
research indicates that in addition to their metabolic role, Bacteroides spp. have an important
immunostimulatory role in infant gut (Vatanen et al., 2016) especially through innate immunity as
discussed below.

1.4 Innate Immunity and Bacteroides spp.

Innate immunity is the part of the immune system that provides the first line of defense against
invasive pathogens, and it is operative already at birth (Yu et al., 2018). The innate immune system
constitutes of epithelial and mucosal surfaces, immune cells, such as eosinophils and natural killer
cells (NKC), and other signaling molecules all of which coordinate together to provide appropriate
immune responses (Delves & Roitt, 2000).
Before infant is born, component of the innate immunity called the mucosal immunity already starts
developing in the gut, and it acts as a protective barrier against the pathogens after birth (Didierlaurent
et al., 2002; Stras et al., 2019). The further development of the mucosal immunity in the gut is further
influenced by the events of the early colonialization (Gensollen et al., 2016). Disturbances in the
dynamics of early microbiome development can have an unfavorable effect for the development of
the mucosal immune system and impact the ability of the mucosal immunity to fight against
pathogenic microbes (Yuan & Walker, 2004).
Previously Bacteroides spp. have been shown to activate the innate immune system (Hsieh et al.,
2020; Sittipo et al., 2018). The activation occurs via molecules located on the Bacteroides spp. outer
surface, such as lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (Di Lorenzo et al., 2020) and polysaccharide A (PSA)
(Johnson et al., 2015), which are recognized by the pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) of the innate
immune system. Both LPS and PSA have also been detected on extracellular vesicles (ECVs) that are
secreted by the members of the Bacteroides spp. (Badi et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2012). Interestingly,
the extend and the type of activation induced by the Bacteroides spp. depends on the species and the
strain causing the activation (Tan et al., 2019).
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1.5 Toll-like receptors (TLRs)

One mechanism by which innate immunity can elicit a response against a pathogen is through tolllike receptors. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are a family of PRRs, which are activated by the recognition
of pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), which are conserved among microbes (Akira et
al., 2001). In total, 10 TLRs have been recognized in the innate immune system, where they are
located either on the surface of or in the intracellular vesicles inside immune cells, such as neutrophils,
dendritic cells (DC), and natural killer cells (NKC) (Akira et al., 2001; Mielcarska et al., 2021). The
function of the TLRs is to distinguish between commensal and pathogenic microbes and mediate
appropriate immune responses. More specifically, upon the ligand binding and recognition to the
TLRs, the intracellular toll-interleukin-1 (TIR) domain of TLR receptor must become attached to
adapter protein myeloid differentiation primary response 88 (MyD88) (Zheng et al., 2020). The
activation of the MyD88-dependent pathway will ultimately lead to the translocation of nuclear factor
kappa beta (NF-κβ) to the nucleus to trigger the production of inflammatory cytokines or maturation
of dendritic cells (Akira & Takeda, 2004). Overall, the inflammatory responses induced by the TLRs
can cause either proinflammatory or anti-inflammatory reactions depending on the ligand bound and
the receptor activated emphasizing their central role in regulation and function of the innate immunity
(Zheng et al., 2020).
While typically bacterial LPS activates TLR4, Bacteroides spp. have also been reported to signal
through TLR2 via LPS and PSA (Alhawi et al., 2009; Sittipo et al., 2018). The TLR2s are members
of the innate immune system and in humans, they form a heterodimer with either TLR1 or TLR6
(Oliveira-Nascimento et al., 2012). Importantly, TLR2 receptors are one of the most efficient
recognizes of PRRs and they have the ability to recognize a wide variety of PRRs, such as LPS,
lipoteichoic acids (LTA), and peptidoglycan (PGN) (Sameer & Nissar, 2021). Activation of the TLR2
receptors is often associated with the activation of proinflammatory pathways, but they may also bear
ability to induce anti-inflammatory reactions in the gut depending on the cell on which the receptor
is expressed, the ligand bound, and the type of co-receptor (Oliveira-Nascimento et al., 2012), which
highlights their complex role in the immune system regulation.
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1.6 Metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) as a tool to facilitate taxonomic and
functional annotation of sequencing data
Classic microbiology approaches involve the culture and isolation of the microbes of interest, their
phenotypic characterization, and genomic sequencing and characterization. Importantly, this
approach is technically challenging, time consuming, and tend to favor the characterization of
particular taxa of medical importance (Nelson et al., 2010). Furthermore, the cultivation of intestinal
anaerobes has proven difficult due to their need for specific nutrients and growth conditions to ensure
growth, which only allows a fraction of the microbes residing in the gut to be cultured successfully
(Vartoukian et al., 2010). However, in recent years, culture-independent molecular, especially
sequencing, approaches have allowed to improve our understanding of the diversity, composition,
and gene content of gut microbiota. In particular, whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing
approaches can be used to infer both the taxonomic composition and the biological functions of
microbial communities.
Most importantly, obtaining metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) is a modern approach that
allows for the large-scale recovery and characterization of near-complete reconstructions of microbial
genomes that can represent either known or novel species in the microbial population. MAGs are
retrieved by grouping (also called “binning”) together assembled contigs with similar composition
and depth of coverage in the metagenome data (Yang et al., 2021). With this approach, it has been
possible to increase the number of available genomes for reference genomes and to identify new
species (Yang et al., 2021). Creation of MAGs can benefit both clinical and environmental areas of
research to better characterize and understand the microbial populations and their functions.
However, recovery of MAGs has its own challenges. The success of creating a high-quality MAGs
is limited in samples that are composed of complex microbial communities with large diversities in
the microbial species (Chen et al., 2019). Some sequences might come across as homologous and the
sequences can be part of multiple different genomes, which make the assembly of MAGs difficult
(Papudeshi et al., 2017). One of the challenges is, therefore, to ensure that the retrieved MAGs are
accurate and high-quality (Bowers et al., 2018). To answer to this challenge, recent methods were
developed to assess the quality, completeness, and contamination of MAGs (Parks et al., 2015). This
allows to select MAGs based on the level of completion and contamination of the genome to create
MAGs that can be considered high-quality.
Another difficulty is the computational resources needed for the generation of MAGs collection from
numerous metagenomes. Indeed, assembly and binning are particularly computationally demanding
7

tasks. In the context of a large metagenomic dataset, the computational pipeline is required to be
parallelized on a computer cluster, allowing to process multiple metagenomic samples at the same
time.
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2 Aims of the Thesis
It has been well-established that Bacteroides spp. have an important role in the development of the
early gut microbiome and impact the long-term health. Yet, the genomic and phenotypic
characteristics between different the Bacteroides spp. remains poorly understood.
The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the characterization of the Bacteroides spp. in the infant
gut. This aim was addressed with the following objectives:

1. Isolate Bacteroides spp. from HELMi mother and infant stool samples and measure their
immunogenic capacity using in vitro assays.
2. Create a pipeline able to process the HELMi WGS metagenomes and find high-quality MAGs
specific for Bacteroides spp. to explore the functional diversity among different strains.

The characterization of the Bacteroides spp. helps to understand their role in the innate immunity and
the mechanisms how these bacteria can influence the long-term health. Analyzing the variations in
the genetic composition between the different species could also aid in unraveling the repertoire of
functions possessed by the Bacteroides spp. in the human gut.
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3 Materials and Methods
3.1 The HELMi birth cohort sample collection, preparation, and ethical approval
The Health and Early-Life Microbiota (HELMi) is a cohort study of 1055 healthy Finnish infants
who are followed from birth until 4 to 5 years of age. The current dataset of HELMi cohort is
composed of more than 10,000 fecal samples from both infants and parents in addition to milk
samples and an in-depth description of the lifestyle, environment, health, and nutrition of the families,
which

allows

for

an

accurate

and

cutting-edge characterization of

early

life

gut

microbiota (Korpela et al. 2019).

Infant stool samples collected at 3 weeks, 9 weeks, 12 weeks, 6 months, and 12 months of age were
used in this study. The samples were collected by the parents at home using a provided kit. Stool
samples were stored at home at -20°C until being brought to the lab in frozen form. Upon receival
the samples were immediately stored at -80°C until processing. Stool WGS metagenomes were
generated for 80 infants’ samples at four different time points: week 3, week 12, month 6, and month
12 by using Illumina Nextera Flex or iGenomX Riptide High Throughput Rapid Library Prep Kit and
Illumina HiSeq and NovaSeq 6000 sequencing platforms (two runs per each platform) before the start
of this thesis work.

The study protocols have been approved by the ethical committee of The Hospital District of Helsinki
and Uusimaa (263/13/03/03 2015 and HUS/2126/2020) and are performed in accordance with the
principles of the Helsinki Declaration. The guardians have provided an informed, written consent.
participation is voluntary and the participants can withdraw from the study at any point. The study
does not include any invasive procedures for infants. Personnel involved in recruitment and
participant communication are trained for Good Clinical Practice and committed to following its
ethical and scientific guidelines. Data processing (data collection, storage, protection, retention, and
destruction) take place according to the General Data Protection Directive and Finnish laws to ensure
lawful, fair, and transparent data processing. A privacy notice was sent to the study participants.
Principles of data minimization, limitation of collection, and storage for the specific purpose of this
project as well as accountable documentation of the data processing will ensure data protection. All
data is processed in pseudonymized format, as longitudinal samples and datasets cannot be
anonymized.
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3.2 Bacteroides spp. isolation from stool samples
An overview of the Bacteroides spp. isolation from stool samples is provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A schematic illustrating the workflow of the bacterial isolation efforts. A) Stool samples were
collected from six healthy 9-week-old infants after which the samples were serially diluted and plated on BBE
plates. 33 colonies were chosen for replating and isolation. These potentially pure colonies were gram-stained
to confirm bacteria’s gram-negative nature and to further select potential Bacteroides spp. isolates. B) DNA
extraction was carried out for selected isolates. DNA concentration was measured, and PCR amplification was
done to amplify the DNA of interest prior to Sanger sequencing. C) The identity of the isolated bacteria was
confirmed with Sanger sequencing which led to identification of two unique Bacteroides spp.

3.2.1

Sample selection and preparation

We aimed to isolate Bacteroides spp from stool samples of six healthy 9-week-old infants. Four
samples were collected from vaginally delivered infants (two with intrapartum antibiotic prophylaxis
(IAP) and two without antibiotic exposures), and two from infants delivered via C-section.
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Stool samples stored at –80°C were processed without thawing as soon as the samples could be
aliquoted by a sterile knife. A small piece of frozen sample was weighed (90 mg – 160 mg) and sterile
peptone water was added to reach a 0.1 mg/mL final concentration.

3.2.2

Media preparation and colony isolation

Afterwards, the samples were placed under anaerobic conditions using an anaerobic hood with 85%
N2, 10% CO2, and 5% H2 at 37°C (Concept Plus anaerobic workstation, Ruskinn Technology Ltd.)
where the selected infant stool samples were serially diluted in sterile peptone water. Aliquots of 100
µL of dilutions were plated on Bacteroides bile esculin agar (BBE) media plates, which are
recommended for selective isolation of Bacteroides spp. (HIMEDIA, M805-500G). The plates were
prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions and used within four weeks of preparation.
After inoculation, the spread sample plates were incubated in the anaerobic hood for two days. After
growth, 35 colonies of interest based on colony morphology were picked and streaked on fresh BBE
plates (HIMEDIA, M805-500G) and incubated for 2-5 days at 37°C in the anaerobic hood under the
same atmospheric conditions. The colonies were replated again either on Brucella plates (HIMEDIA,
M074-500G) or on BBE plates and left to incubate for a week under anaerobic conditions. The
Brucella plates were prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions and used within four weeks
of preparation.

Table 1. Detailed composition of the BBE media from HIMEDIA. Modified from
https://www.himedialabs.com/TD/M805.pdf. Final pH of the media at 25°C is 7.0±2.

Composition of BBE media
Ingredients
Tryptone
Soya peptone
Sodium chloride
Bile
Esculin
Ferric ammonium citrate
Hemin
Vitamin K1
Agar

Gms/Liter
15.000
5.000
5.000
20.000
1.000
0.5000
0.010
0.010
15.00
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3.2.3

Gram staining

To further select gram-negative bacteria, a gram staining was carried out on the isolates from the
previous step. A small volume of the bacterial colony was taken from the plates and placed in a drop
of sterile water on

microscopy

glass

slides. The

slides were left to

air-dry

before

they

were heat fixed by passing them through a flame 2-3 times. The slides were handled with the
following staining reagents: crystal violet (Merck, 77730-1KT-F), iodine (Merck, 77730-1KT-F),
decolorizer (Merck, 77730-1KT-F), and safranin (Merck, 77730-1KT-F). Each reagent was left on
the slide for one minute after which it was rinsed off the slide with cold tap water. The slides were
left to

dry overnight before microscopic

analysis

during

which

the

samples

were

observed under 100x objective to properly identify the shape and color of the bacteria in the sample.
In total 20 isolates confirmed to be from gram-negative bacteria (pink coloration after gram staining)
with a bacilli shape were chosen for DNA extraction.

3.2.4

DNA extraction and quality control

A simplified beat beating method was used for DNA extraction adapted from (Salonen et al., 2010).
A loopful of biomass was collected from the assumed pure culture plates and placed in tubes
containing fastidious anaerobic broth (FAB) (5-10 ml). The cells were grown overnight under
anaerobic conditions at 37°C. Two ml of the cultures were centrifuged at room temperature for 10
minutes at 8500 rpm after which the supernatant was discarded, and the cell pellets were stored
at 4°C until processing.

Zirconia beads (⌀ 0.1 mm) were mixed with repeated beat beating (RBB) lysis buffer (5 ml of 1 M
Tris-EDTA, 10 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, 10 ml of 5 M NaCl, 20 ml of 20% SDS, 55 ml of mQH 2O) and
0.25 g of beads were transferred to new tubes to which the cell pellets, which were re-suspended in
RBB in 1:2 ratio, were added. The samples were run in FastPrep-24 instrument (MP Biomedicals) for
1 min at 1000 rpm at room temperature after which the tubes were incubated at 95° C for 10 minutes
and spun down for 5 minutes at 14500 rpm. The supernatant containing the DNA was then collected.

Subsequently, cold ammonium acetate (10 M) was added to the supernatant in 1:3 ratio to
reach the final concentration of 2.5 M. The tubes were centrifuged at 4° C for 10 minutes
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at 14000 rpm. Isopropanol in ratio of 1:1 was added, and the mixture was thoroughly
vortexed before storing at -20°C until processing.

The samples were then centrifuged at room temperature for 15 minutes at 14000 rpm. The
supernatant was discarded and the pellets, containing the nucleic acids, were rinsed with 0.5mL of
70% ethanol and centrifuged at 14000 rpm at 4° C for 5 minutes. The pellets were left to dry in open
tube at room temperature for 15 minutes. The pellets were then dissolved in 50 µL of Tris-EDTA
(TE) buffer (1 ml of 1 M Tris-HCl, 0.2 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, and 98.8 ml of mQH2O, pH 8.3) and left
to incubate for 30 minutes at room temperature before measuring the concentration of the extracted
DNA.

3.2.5

DNA concentration measurement

The concentration of the extracted DNA was measured with Qubit 1X dsDNA HS Assay
Kit (Invitrogen by Thermo Fisher Scientific). The working solutions and standards used were
prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions. Sample (2 µL) was added to the working solution
(198 µL) for measurement with Qubit 4 Fluorometer (Invitrogen). The tubes were vortexed and left
to incubate for 2 minutes at room temperature before the concentration measurement.

3.2.6

PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis

To carry out polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a master mix with HF buffer (Thermo Scientific, f531) containing mQH2O and forward and reverse primers for the full length 16S rRNA gene (SigmaAldrich,

forward:

5’-GAGAGTTTGATYCTGGCTCAG-3’,

reverse:

5’-

AAGGAGGTGATCCARCCGCA-3’) was prepared (Table 2). Twenty-three µl of the mix was added
to a strip to which 2 µl of the genomic DNA was then added. The strip was shortly spun down before
running it in PCR machine (CFX96 Touch System C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler, Bio-Rad) with a
program displayed in Table 3.
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Table 2. Composition of the PCR (1x reaction).

Volume per reaction
(µl)

Reagents
Primer, forward (10 µM)

1.25

Primer, reverse (10 µM)

1.25

2x Phusion master mix with HF buffer
Genomic DNA (5ng/µl)

12.5
2

H2O

8

Total

25

Table 3. PCR Program (30 cycles of Denaturation, Annealing, and Elongation).

PCR Step

Temperature (°C)

Time (min)

Initial denaturation

95

3

Denaturation

95

0.5

Annealing

52

1

Elongation

72

1

Final elongation

72

3

Cooling

4

Forever

To evaluate the PCR amplicons, 1.5% agarose gel was prepared by dissolving agarose to Tris-borateEDTA (TBE) buffer (Invitrogen by Thermo Fisher; 1 M Tris, 0.9 M boric acid, 0.01M EDTA) by
microwaving the solution for about 1 minute until the agarose had fully dissolved. The agarose
solution was left to cool down for 15 minutes before 7.5 µl of staining dye (Midori Green, Nippo
Genetics Europe GmbH) was added to the solution and poured on a tray. After ensuring the lack of
bubbles in the solution, combs were added to the tray, and the gel was let to solidify at room
temperature. The loading dye (6x DNA loading dye, Thermo Scientific) was diluted in sterile water
to 4x and 6-7 µl of the dye was added on the sample wells on the strip. Then the samples were briefly
vortexed and spun down. Gel electrophoresis tank (PowerPac 200, Bio-Rad) was filled with TBE
buffer, and the solidified gel was submerged in the buffer. The combs were removed and 8-10 µl of
sample were loaded in the wells of the gel. Five µl of ladder (GeneRuler, Thermo Fisher) was also
added to one well on each row before the gel was run at 130 V for half an hour. The PCR amplicons
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were visualized (Gel Doc TM XR + Gel Documentation System, Bio-Rad), and the resulting bands
can be seen in Supplementary Figure 3.

3.2.7

Sequencing and taxonomic characterization

The genomic DNA of the Bacteroides isolates were diluted in sterile water to 30-60 ng/ml before sent
to Sanger sequencing (DNA Sequencing and Genomics Group, Helsinki Institute of Life Science).
The EMBOSS (v6.5.7; Rice et al., 2000) tool was used to trim low quality bases, and to merge the
forward and reverse DNA sequences. The sequences were then taxonomically annotated with
BLASTn (downloaded 09/21; Altschul et al., 1990). All sequences were annotated at the genus or
species level taking into account the strongest hit in terms of e-value and sequence coverage. Isolates
confirmed to belong to the genus Bacteroides spp. were stored at -80° C until further experimentation.

3.3 Cell Culture Methods
An overview of the cell culture experiments is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A schematic illustrating the workflow of the in vitro assay. A) In total 7 isolates sampled from
mothers and infants were grown on BBE plates from where they were transferred to liquid FAB to continue
their growth overnight. B) Live bacterial samples and their culture media were prepared for HEK-Blue™
hTLR2-hTLR6 cell experiments. C) HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 were grown to 50-80% confluency for the
experiments. The concentration of cells was adjusted to 280,000cells/ml as instructed by the manufacturer. D)
The HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 cells were exposed to the live bacterial samples and their supernatants. The
plate with cells and samples was left to incubate at 37°C and 5% CO2. E) QUANTI-Blue colorimetric assay
was carried out to measure the level of activation of HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 cells at 630nm. The
differences in the potential of activation between the live Bacteroides isolated and their culture medias was
determined with one-way ANOVA. The species level differences within each sample type were assessed with
Tuckey post hoc test.
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3.3.1

Cell lines and culturing of the cells

For this thesis, the activation of the TLR2 was assessed with an in vitro assay, which was carried out
with human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293). The cells had been co-transfected with the human
TLR2 gene and a reporter gene coding for secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase (SEAP)
(Invivogen, France). The cells were then overexpressing TLR2-TLR6 receptor. The SEAP reporter
gene was placed under the control of IFN-B minimal promoter, which was fused to several Nf-KB
and AP-1 binding sites ensuring that when stimulation of the TLR2 ligand would occur, SEAP will
also be secreted. The levels of activation of the receptors were determined with a quantitative method
designed for SEAP expressing cells. To control for the influence of viral vector used to create the
cells on the results, HEK-Blue™ Null1 cells (hereafter referred to as “Null1 cells”), which are the
parental cell line of HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 (hereafter referred to as “hTLR2-hTLR6 cells”),
was used. The Null1 cells were created similarly to hTLR2-hTLR6 cell line except the Null1 cells
did not contain TLR2 gene, but the cells expressed the SEAP reporter gene only.
Both cell lines were cultured in the growth media according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In short,
the media contained Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM with 4.5 g/l glucose, Corning, 15013-CV) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, GibcoTM, 10500064), 2
mM L-glutamine (GibcoTM, 25030081), 100 U/ml and 100 µg/ml of penicillin and streptomycin
(GibcoTM, 15070063), respectively, and 100 µg/ml of Normocin (Invivogen, ant-nr-1), which was
replaced by HEK-Blue Selection antibiotic (Invivogen, hb-sel) after the second passage. The cells
were passaged after 70-80% confluency had been reached and subcultured in the growth medium.

3.3.2

Selection and preparation of bacterial samples

The two confirmed Bacteroides spp. isolated from infants were selected for the cell experiments with
hTLR2-hTLR6 cells. In addition, five Bacteroides spp. isolates from maternal samples taken in late
pregnancy were chosen for the experiments to investigate the immunomodulatory properties in total
of 7 isolates of Bacteroides spp. The isolates from mothers were isolated as previously described
outside of this thesis work. After confirming they belong to the Bacteroides spp., the isolates were
stored in milk-stocks (skim milk with ~0.01% fat) at -80°C until further experiments
All Bacteroides spp. were grown on BBE agar plates for two days at 37°C under anaerobic conditions
prior resuspending them into FAB liquid media under the same atmospheric conditions for overnight
growth. For each bacterium, samples containing live bacteria and a cell free bacterial supernatant
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were prepared. Bacterial suspensions were prepared by first centrifuging at 8500 rpm for 10 min after
which the bacterial supernatant containing the secreted molecules was collected by filtering the FAB
media with 0.45 µm pore-sized filters (VWR, 76479-020). To prepare the sample with live bacteria,
after the centrifugation, bacterial pellet was then washed with 300 µl of cell culture growth medium
and then centrifuged again at 8500 rpm for 5 min. All samples were then adjusted in cell culture
growth medium to OD600nm = 0.25, which was considered biologically relevant since it corresponds
to the estimated concentration of Bacteroides spp. in the gut (ca. 108 cells/ml; Hiippala et al., 2020;
Sender et al., 2016; Stavrou & Kotzampassi, 2016).

3.3.3

Preparation of reporter cells

The hTLR2-hTLR6 cells were grown to confluency of 50-80% to ensure they were still in their
exponential growing phase during the full length of the experiment. Once they reached the desired
confluency, the cells were detached from the flask by adding phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,
GibcoTM, 11593377, pH 7.4) into the bottle and using a cell scraper to dissociate the cells into the
PBS. The cells in the suspension were then transferred into a falcon and aspirated to avoid cellular
clumping. Cell count was carried out after which the cells were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 min
and the concentration of the cells were adjusted to 280,000 cells/ml in cell growth medium.

3.3.4

Exposing the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells to the bacterial samples

The bacterial suspensions and the supernatants were serially diluted in cell culture growth medium to
the following dilutions: 1:10, 1:100, and 1:1000. All the experiments were carried in triplicates.
Twenty µl of bacterial samples were added on 96-well flat-bottom plate followed by addition of 180
µl of hTLR2-TLR6 cellular suspension, which corresponds to 50,000 hTLR2-hTLR6 cells/well. The
plate was left to incubate at 37°C at 5% CO2 for 24 hours until the colorimetric QUANTI-Blue assay.

Purified lipoteichoic acid from Staphylococcus aureus (Invivogen, tlrl-pslta) and peptidoglycan from
S.aureus (Invivogen, tlrl-pgns2) were chosen as positive controls for this experiment since they are
known agonists for TLR2 receptors. The concentrations of peptidoglycan and lipoteichoic acid were
chosen to be between their respective recommended concentrations to activate TLR2 receptors
(Invivogen, France) and are presented on the Table 4. Cell culture media without any ligands or
selective antibiotics was used as a negative control. All experiments with positive and negative
controls were carried in duplicates.
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Table 4: Concentrations of positive controls used in the cell experiments.

Name

3.3.5

Concentration (µl/ml)

Lipoteichoic acid

1

Lipoteichoic acid

0,4

Lipoteichoic acid

0,1

Peptidoglycan

10

Peptidoglycan

4

Peptidoglycan

0,1

The QUANTI-Blue assay

The QUANTI-Blue colorimetric assay was chosen to realize the activation of the TLR2 and TLR6
receptors after bacterial exposure based on quantitative measurement of the SEAP activity that
enables real-time visual monitoring of the assay. The QUANTI-Blue detection media (Invivogen,
rep-qbs) was prepared according to manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the QUANTI-Blue buffer and
coloring agent were mixed with sterile water to create a colorful detection media. Then 180 µl of
QUANTI-Blue was added on 96-well flat-bottom plate to which 20 µl of supernatant of SEAP
expressing cells were added. The plate was left to incubate at 37°C at 5% CO2 for 3 h during which
the SEAP secretion was measured with a plate reader (Hidex Sense, Hidex) at 630nm after 15
minutes, 1 h, and 2 h.

To assess the significance of the differences in the activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by the live
Bacteroides spp. isolates and their culture media, one-way ANOVA was carried out. The species
level differences within each sample type were assessed with Tuckey post hoc test.

3.4 Obtention of high-quality Metagenome Assembled Genomes (MAGs) from WGS
metagenomes
3.4.1

Computational resources and environment

Computational resources for processing and storing the metagenomes of this project was provided by
Finland’s IT Center for Science (CSC). Datasets were stored encrypted and without human reads in
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CSC’s object storage system, Allas. CSC’s supercomputer Puhti was used for the quality control of
the metagenomes, assembly, and for the MAGs obtention and characterization. Puhti contains
computational unit (CPU) nodes with a range of memory sizes as well as a large graphics processing
unit (GPU) partition (Puhti AI) and relies on a Linux operating system.

3.4.2

Computational pipeline for MAGs assembly and annotation

A computational pipeline to obtain MAGs from WGS metagenomes was developed. Additionally,
the pipeline includes steps to perform a taxonomic and functional annotation of the obtained MAGs
(Figure 4). Each of the computational steps are detailed in their own section below.
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Figure 4: A schematic workflow of the development of the pipeline. 1) The raw read sequences first
underwent quality control to remove poor quality reads. Human sequences were then removed, and sequencing
depth was determined. 2) High-quality MAGs were reconstructed with co-assembly and binning of the reads.
3) To improve the completeness and reduce the contamination, MAGs were reassembled to ensure the
obtention of the highest quality MAGs. 4) MAGs underwent taxonomic and functional annotation to identify
microbes present in the sample and their potential functions. ORF = open reading frame.

More detailed scripts for the codes used to make the pipeline can be found here:
https://github.com/emilialah.
The raw sequencing reads in fastq format were first processed through quality control using FastQC
v0.11.9 (Andrews, 2010) and TrimGalore v0.6.6 (Krueger, 2015). Briefly, low-quality base calls
(below 20 Phred score) were trimmed off from the 3’ end of the reads before sequencing adapter
removal. This efficiently removes poor quality portions of the reads. Then, the adapter detection tool
of Cutadapt v3.4 (Martin, 2011) was used to find and remove adapter sequences from the 3’ end of
the reads. After trimming, reads shorter than 200 bp were discarded, taking into account the pairedend nature of the dataset.
Quality-filtered sequencing reads were then screened to remove human sequences. To do so, the reads
were mapped using Bowtie2 v2.4.2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) against a non-redundant version
of the Genome Reference Consortium Human Build 38 patch release 7 (available at https://genomeidx.s3.amazonaws.com/bt/GRCh38_noal_as.zip). Any read with a significant match with the human
genome was removed, along with their corresponding sequencing pairs.
We first assessed the sequencing depth of the metagenome after quality control and human read
filtering. The quality-filtered reads of the metagenomes were annotated taxonomically using Kraken
2 v.2.0.8 (Wood et al., 2019) against the NCBI database. From the obtained taxonomic annotation,
we plotted the observed taxonomic richness against the sequencing depth in order to remove low
quality metagenomes from the dataset (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Observed richness against the sequencing depth. The observed richness in species was obtained
from Kraken2 v.2.0.8 annotation and plotted against the number of reads after quality control for the sample
at A) 3 weeks. B) 6 weeks. C) 6 months. D) 12 months. The gray area shows the threshold chosen for the lowquality samples.

From the plotted observed taxonomic richness against the sequencing depth, metagenomes at early
time point (3 and 12 weeks) containing less than 10 million paired-end reads were discarded. For later
time points (6 and 12 months), metagenomes with less than 20 million paired-end reads were
discarded. Additionally, it was observed that metagenomes from the HiSeq sequencing runs (HiSeq4
and HiSeq5 in Figure 5) were consistently low in sequencing depth compared to the metagenomes
obtained from the NovaSeq sequencing run (Riptide and NovaSeq2 in Figure 5). This observation led
us to completely exclude metagenomes obtained from the HiSeq runs from the following analysis.
The computational pipeline for construction of MAGs was first developed and assessed using a subset
of three families from the HELMi WGS metagenome dataset. The three infants were chosen to have
four metagenomes per infant sampled at 3 weeks, 6 weeks, 6 months, and 12 months, and to represent
the different WGS sequencing runs. Most importantly, we compared the quality and completeness of
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computing an assembly on a single sample (single assembly) and performing the assembly using all
samples from the same infant at once (infant co-assembly).
After quality control and human read decontamination, the single assemblies and co-assemblies were
realized using MEGAHIT v1.2.9 (Li et al., 2016) with the default parameters. The differences in
contig between single sample assembly and co-assembly were assessed using MetaQUAST in
QUAST

v5.0.2

(Mikheenko

et

al.,

2015) based

on

three

parameters:

amount

of misassemblies, coverage of the retrieved genomes, and median length of the contigs created. The
co-assembly approach was discovered to provide a lower percentage of misassemblies, and higher
fraction of genomes was assembled for multiple taxa (Table 5).

Table 5: Summary of the number of misassemblies, median contig lengths, and genome coverage per
type of assembly among the subset of infants.

Sample ID

Type of
Assembly

Number of
missassemblies

Median Contig Length
(kbp)

Genome
coverage

Family A

Co-assembly

1173

55

49.49 %

Family A

Single

3019

160

49.86 %

Family B

Co-assembly

1072

50

42.15 %

Family B

Single

1295

80

36.39 %

Family C

Co-assembly

1069

70

48.99 %

Family C

Single

1588

110

48.51 %

We also compared single and co-assemblies for their potential biases in preferential assemblies of
certain taxa. The contigs from the single and co-assemblies were taxonomically annotated using
Kraken 2 v2.0.8 (Wood et al., 2019), and the taxonomic profiles of the single and coassemblies were compared. While the contigs were longer in single assembly, there was substantially
less misassemblies by co-assembly. The genome coverage and taxonomic composition of the
assembly did not differ between the approaches (Figure 6). Based on these results, the infant coassembly approach was selected for the MAGs computational pipeline. Samples from the same infant
were co-assembled together using MEGAHIT v1.2.9 (Li et al., 2016) with the default parameters.
Using a custom Python script, contigs smaller than 200 bp were excluded from the dataset before
binning.
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Figure 6: The relative abundances of bacteria based on infant co-assembly (left) and single assembly
(right) for three infants A-C. The taxonomic composition between the assembly methods did not
significantly differ from one another.

After co-assemblies of samples from the same infant, the contigs were binned with three
tools: CONCOT v.1.1.0 (Alneberg et al., 2014), MaxBin 2.0 v.2.2.7 (Wu et al., 2015) and MetaBAT2
v2.15 (Kang et al., 2019). The bins obtained for each tool were refined using MetaWRAP v1.3
(Uritskiy et al., 2018) into a unique set of consolidated bins per infant. The completeness and
contaminations of the bins were assessed using CheckM v1.1.3 (Parks et al., 2015) and
only bins with more than 70% of completeness and less than 5% of contamination were selected and
considered as MAGs.
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To improve the completeness of MAGs, and further reduce their contamination, the selected highquality MAGs were reassembled. The unassembled reads after quality control were mapped against
the MAGs using Bowtie2 v2.4.2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) using a strict mode (no mismatches,
Uritskiy et al., 2018) and a broader mode (< 5 mismatches, Uritskiy et al., 2018). While the strict
mode ensured that only reads mapping exactly the MAGs were retrieved, the broader mode allowed
for some mismatch between the reads and the MAGs allowing for a broader retrieval of the reads.
Finally, the mapped reads were reassembled using MEGAHIT v1.2.9 (Li et al., 2016). Any potential
improvement in terms of completeness and contamination after the reassembly of the MAGs was
assessed using CheckM v1.1.3 (Parks et al., 2015). If any significant improvement was allowed by
the re-assembly step, the new bin was selected, otherwise, the original bin was kept.

The selected bins were taxonomically annotated using Taxator-tk v1.5.0 (Dröge et al., 2014) and
the nt NCBI database (downloaded on 08/21) to accurately assign taxonomy of each MAGs.

For each MAG, the open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted using Prodigal v.2.3.6 with default
prediction model for prokaryotes and metagenomic parameter (-p meta) to enable the detection of
incomplete ORFs (Hyatt et al., 2010). The predicted gene was translated into protein sequence before
being annotated using HMMER3 v3.3.2 (Eddy, 1998) against KEGG collection of hidden Markov
models (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) (downloaded on 10/2021), and PFAM (Mistry et al., 2020)
(downloaded on 10/2021). Hits against the KEGG or PFAM databases were considered significant
for an e-value below 0.001.
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4. Results
The aims of this thesis were to contribute to the isolation and characterization of Bacteroides strains
from HELMi stool samples and to explore the functional diversity of Bacteroides in the infant gut
between different species.

4.1 Isolation of Bacteroides from infant stool samples
To investigate the role of Bacteroides spp. in shaping the infant’s immune system, we isolated
Bacteroides strains from six healthy infants at 9 weeks of age from the HELMi cohort as specified in
methods and characterized their immune activation potential using an in-vitro approach.

First, we grew bacteria from fecal suspensions on BBE agar in anaerobic conditions. BBE is an
enriched, selective, and differential medium used for the isolation and presumptive identification of
obligately anaerobic gram-negative bacteria such as Bacteroides spp. However, due to technical
problems, the 2nd degree culturing of the isolates had to be carried out on Brucella plates in addition
to BBE plates. Brucella plates are aimed for isolation of Brucella and Campylobacter species but
provide a great substrate for growth of other obligate anaerobic bacteria as well. From the six samples,
33 independent colonies were obtained (Table 6). Using microscopic evaluation, 25 of these isolates
were confirmed to be gram negative (Supplementary Table 1).

Table 6: Summary of the colonies in each sample. From the independent colonies of each sample, the
bacteria were gram-stained to determine the gram-negativity of the isolate. In total 20 gram-negative isolates
were selected for DNA extraction.

Family

Number of
independent colonies

Confirmed gramnegative bacteria

Selected for DNA
extraction

A
B
C
D
E
F

3
4
5
9
4
8

3
4
5
8
4
5

3
3
4
4
2
4
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In total, 20 from gram negative isolates (pink and pink/purple coloration during the gram staining)
were confirmed to be morphologically unique gram-negative bacilli and selected for DNA extraction
and 16S rRNA gene sequencing. The 16S rRNA gene sequences were compared to the NCBI 16S
database using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) in order to obtain genus or species level identification
for the isolates. Only three isolates were confirmed to belong to the Bacteroides genus. Bacteroides
caccae was isolated twice from the same sample, thus, we selected only one of these two B.caccae
isolates. The isolate was obtained from a vaginally born infant without IAP. Additionally, Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron was isolated from an infant born vaginally with IAP (Table 7).

The isolates obtained from samples of the two infants born via C-section did not contain Bacteroides
spp.

Previous isolation efforts (realized before this thesis work) had focused on isolating Bacteroides spp.
from stool samples from expecting HELMi mothers. This allowed five additional Bacteroides isolates
from mothers to be added in our study (Table 7). The mothers and infants were not dyads but
represented different families.

First, we characterized the growth rate of each isolate in FAB medium at 37 °C. Because of a
contamination of the growth medium, we could not determine the growth rate of B.vulgatus. The
other isolates showed variable doubling times (between 41 to 198 min) (Table 7) in these culture
conditions.

Table 7: Characteristics of the isolated colonies. VD = vaginal delivery, IAP = intrapartum antibiotic
prophylaxis.

Bacterium

Isolation group

B.faecis
B.uniformis
B.cellulosilyticus
B.thetaiotaomicron-m
B.caccae
B.thetaiotaomicron-i
B.vulgatus

Mother sample
Mother sample
Mother sample
Mother sample
Infant sample
Infant sample
Mother sample

Generation time
(min.)
165
131
198
65
128
41
Undetermined
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Delivery Mode
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD

IAP
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no

4.2 Immune activation potential of Bacteroides spp. in vitro
In order to characterize the immune activation potential of our Bacteroides spp, isolates, we used
hTLR2-hTLR6 cells (Invivogen, France) to assess the bacterial cells capacity to activate the TLR2TLR6 pathway in vitro. In short, A 96-well plate was filled with 50,000 hTLR2-hTLR6 cells/well,
before being exposed to different concentrations of live bacterial cells in addition to various
concentrations of LTA and PGN, which served as positive controls. Cell culture media without any
ligands was used as negative control. The plate was incubated at 37 °C for 24 h before the QUANTIBlue detection assay. After incubation of 15 min, 1 h, 2 h, absorption at 630nm was measured to
assess the activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by each Bacteroides isolates and controls. We
observed a linear increase over time of the absorption for both live Bacteroides spp. isolates and their
culture medias (Supplementary Figure 1 & Supplementary Figure 2, respectively). Therefore, we
selected the measurement realized 1 h after addition of the QUANTI-Blue for the rest of the analysis.

As expected, the addition of cell culture media without any ligands did not lead to a detectable
activation of the cells after 24 h of exposure (mean OD630nm = 0.005). On the other hand, exposure of
both LTA and PGN led to an activation of the cells in a dose dependent manner. LTA activated
significantly the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells at 0.4 µg/ml and above while the cells exposed to 10 µg/ml
PGN and more showed significant activation (Figure 7). The Null1 parental cell line was exposed to
the positive controls only, which did not activate the cell line (data not shown, signal was close to
level of activation caused by the negative control on hTLR2-hTLR6 cells). Thus, the influence of
transfected vector on the results was considered nonexistent and the signal was concluded to come
from the activation of TLR2-TLR6 heterodimer in the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells and not the viral vector.
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Figure 7: Activation of hTLR2-TLR6 cells by positive controls, bacterial lipoteichoic acid (LTA) and
peptidoglycan (PGN). LTA provides a high activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 already at concentration of 0.4
µg/ml and above whereas PGN induces significant activation first at concentration of 10 µg/ml. *** =
significant activation (p value < 0.05, one-way ANOVA compared to the negative control with Tukey post hoc
test).

Next, we assessed the activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by the seven Bacteroides isolates
characterized previously. When comparing the activation from exposure to serial dilution of the
bacterial cells, we observed a linear response for all the isolates except B.thetaiotaomicron isolated
in infant, for which the response seemed to reach a plateau after the 1:100 dilution. This suggests that
the response observed at the 1:10 dilution for this strain reached saturation (Figure 8A). However, as
the signal from most bacteria in 1:10 dilution showed the widest dynamic range determined for the
1-hour measurement, this dilution was chosen to further examine the level of cellular activation
between the live Bacteroides spp and their culture medias.

We observed that the TLR2 response to the exposure of live Bacteroides isolates was different for
each isolate considered (Figure 8C). When compared at the same dilution (1:10), only one isolate
(B.uniformis, mother isolate) did not provide any detectable cellular activation and was similar to the
negative control (mean OD630nm = 0.03). Also, B.caccae isolated from an infant failed to activate
significantly the cells (mean OD630nm = 0.1). The remaining five Bacteroides isolates lead to a
detectable and significant activation of the cells (p-value < 0.05, one-way ANOVA compared to
negative control with Tukey post hoc test).
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Figure 8: Activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by Bacteroides isolates (1:10 dilution). A) Dose-response
curves for the activity of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells relative to live Bacteroides isolates. Response by
B.thetiotaomicron-i was considered saturated. B) Dose-response curves for the activity of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells
relative to culture medias of Bacteroides. Responses by B.faecis and B.cellulosilyticus were considered
saturated. C) Level of activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells between different live Bacteroides spp. isolates. D)
Level of activation between culture medias of different Bacteroides spp. isolates. *** = significant activation
(p value < 0.05, one-way ANOVA compared to the negative control with Tukey post hoc test). CM = cell
culture media without any ligands.

When we compare the levels of activation of cells exposed to Bacteroides isolated from mothers and
infants, no clear patterns of activation were observed. Surprisingly, the activation obtained from the
exposure to two isolates of the tentatively same species (B.thetaiotaomicron), one from a mother and
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the other from an infant, was significantly different (p-value < 0.005, one-way ANOVA compared to
the negative control with Tukey post hoc test). This suggests either an incorrect species-level
annotation of the isolates or strain-level differences in activation potential.

We then explored the immunomodulatory properties of secreted and soluble molecules from different
Bacteroides spp. In the same conditions as previously described, the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells were
exposed to the filtered culture media in which Bacteroides isolates were grown overnight.
When comparing the activation from exposure to serial dilutions of the bacterial supernatant, we
observed a dose response for all the isolates. A saturation of the response at 1:10 dilution was
observed for B.faecis and B.cellulosilyticus (Figure 8B). The differences between strains were
observed to be largest at 1:10 dilution and were used to further compare the strains.

As for the live bacteria exposure, we observed that the cellular responses to the exposure of the
bacterial supernatant was different for each isolate considered (Figure 8D). When compared at the
same dilution (1:10), the average response obtained from culture media of the isolated Bacteroides
spp. was 0.472 (SD ±0.445). B.cellulosilyticus was able to provide the strongest cellular response
(1.21 ± 0.05). The supernatant of two isolates (B.uniformis and B.caccae) did not provide a detectable
nor statistically significant activation of the cell (p-value > 0.7, one-way ANOVA compared to the
negative control with Tukey post hoc test). The remaining four Bacteroides isolates’ supernatant lead
to a detectable and significant activation of the cells (p-value < 0.05, one-way ANOVA compared to
the cell culture media without antibiotics with Tukey post hoc test).

We then looked into the differences in the levels of activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells between
1:10 dilutions of the alive Bacteroides spp. and their culture media. The culture media of the
Bacteroides spp. isolated provided slightly lesser response on average compared to the live
Bacteroides spp. isolates (0.55 ± 0.49 vs. 0.47 ± 0.48). Consistently, those live Bacteroides spp. that
elicited the lowest levels of cellular activation (B.uniformis and B.caccae), also did so for their culture
medias (Figure 9). In contrast, the highest activation was discordant for the sample types. Especially
the infant-derived B.thetaiotaomicron only activated the cells as live bacteria while the motherderived B.faecis showed a 3-fold higher activation through the supernatant.
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Figure 9: Differences in the levels of cellular activation between live (active cells) and culture media
(supernatant) samples of isolated Bacteroides spp. Level of activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells between
different live Bacteroides spp. Isolates (in green) and by their respective culture medias (in blue).

4.3 Retrieval and characterization of Bacteroides MAGs from infant stool metagenomes

To obtain a comprehensive characterization of the infant gastrointestinal microbiota, we retrieved
305 infant stool metagenomic datasets from 88 infants. Each infant was sampled at least two samples
and a maximum of four samples (3 weeks, 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year of age).

After a co-assembly of the metagenomes per infants, contigs with a length > 200bp were selected and
binned. The quality of each bin was evaluated using CheckM v1.1.3 (Parks et al., 2015) on their
completeness and contamination. At total of 2670 MAGs with more than 70% completeness and less
than 5% contamination were obtained. Importantly, 2168 of these MAGs had a completeness above
90% and can be considered as near-complete (Bowers et al., 2018) (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Quality of selected MAGs. After binning, only bins with a minimum of 70% completeness and
less than 5% contamination were selected as MAGs. A) Completeness of the selected MAGs measured by
CheckM (%). Vertical line indicates 90% completeness (threshold for near-complete MAGs) B)
Contamination of the selected MAGs measured by CheckM (%).

The selected MAGs were reassembled and potential improvement in quality were assessed using
CheckM v1.1.3 (Parks et al., 2015). Two reassembly schemes were used, a “strict” and a “permissive”
reassembly, each using different parameters for read mapping. Briefly the “strict” reassembly aims
to reduce the contamination of the MAGs while the “permissive” reassembly may help to improve
the completeness of the MAGs. The reassembly improved the completeness of 44.7% of the MAGs
and decreased the contamination of 24.5% of them. The Table 8 recapitulates the reassembly
improvements. The best quality MAGs were selected and used for the taxonomic and functional
characterization (original, after strict reassembly, and after a permissive reassembly).
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Table 8: Improvements in the quality of bins after reassembly. Minimum and maximum values for
change are given in percentage points (pp).

Number of MAGs
Mean improvement in
completeness in pp (minmax)
Mean decrease in
contamination in pp
(min-max)

Not improved by
reassembly

Improved by a
“strict” reassembly

Improved by a
“permissive”
reassembly

1476

843

351

0

0.25 (-5.36 – 5.47)

0.364 (-7.16 – 21.25)

0

-0.43 (-3.79 – 0.45)

-0.40 (-4.84 – 1.15)

The number of obtained MAGs varied widely between infants (min = 4 MAGs, max = 60 MAGs),
and was correlated to the number of metagenomes and the total number of reads per infants (Figure
11). This result suggests that the number of MAGs retrieved per infant is due to a technical variation
rather than a biological one.

Figure 11: Correlation between number of reads per infant and number of retrieved MAGs. For each
infant, the number of obtained MAGs was plotted against the total number of reads obtained from the
metagenomes. The infants are colored by the number of different samples obtained for this infant.
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We then attempted to assign each MAGs to a taxonomic group by comparing the obtained MAGs to
NCBI RefSeq database (downloaded 11/21). Of the 2670 MAGs we were able to assign 2572 (96.3%)
to the phylum level. Our MAGs belonged to Actinobacteria (16.5%), Bacteroidetes (8.94%),
Firmicutes (64.0%), Proteobacteria (9.64%), and Verrucomicrobia (0.78%) (Figure 12A). All these
phyla are known to be particularly abundant in infant gut microbiota confirming that these MAGs
belong to common members of the intestinal microbiota. We also assessed the quality of the pipeline
by investigating, how the status of classification changed between different levels of taxonomic
hierarchy among all retrieved MAGs (Figure 12B). We managed to annotate majority (80.7%) of the
MAGs to family level.

Figure 12: Taxonomic annotation of high-quality MAGs. A) Phylum representation of the retrieved MAGs
from HELMi infant metagenomes. MAGs with an unknown phyla were excluded from the chart B) Proportion
of annotated and unannotated MAGs from HELMi cohort metagenomes after the taxonomic annotation.

From our HELMi MAGs catalogue, we identified 230 MAGs that belonged to the phylum
Bacteroidetes. Of these, 222 MAGs could be assigned to a species level annotation, and 24 of them
belonged to Bacteroides genus (B.cellulosilytics, B. fragilis, B. ovatus, B. thetaiotaomicron, and B.
faecalis) (Figure 13A). These MAGs were retrieved from 21 infants (18 vaginally born infants and
three CS born infants).
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Next, we aimed to determine, how these Bacteroides MAGs were distributed across the samples, and
in what abundances each MAG is present in each sample. The unassembled reads from each sample
were mapped to the identified Bacteroides’ MAGs using MetaWRAP v1.3 (Uritskiy et al., 2018),
and the abundance of each MAGs were expressed in genome copies per million reads. Interestingly,
we observed a wide variety of abundance patterns for the identified Bacteroides’ MAGs: some MAGs
were abundant in all infant samples during growth, while others were only found in some specific
time points (Figure 13B).

Figure 13: Bacteroides species level annotation and abundancy during the sampling period. A)
Bacteroides spp. retrieved by as MAGs. B) Abundance of Bacteroides MAGs in the different infant
samples. A grey box indicates that the infant sample was not available at that time point.

In order to further characterize the Bacteroides spp. MAGs obtained, we selected the MAGs from
Bacteroides annotated to the species level. This resulted in 18 MAGs from three Bacteroides species
(B. fragilis, B. ovatus and B. thetaiotamicron), with 11 high quality MAGs (>90% completeness).
Open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted with Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) and the predicted
proteins were annotated using KEGG (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) and PFAM (Mistry et al., 2020)
protein families.
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The number of predicted ORFs were consistent between MAGs, ranging from 3325 and 4733 ORFs,
and varying according to the percent of completeness of the genome (Figure 14).
Importantly, most of the predicted ORFs could be annotated with a KEGG or PFAM protein family.
PFAM protein families allowed the annotation of a broader number of predicted ORFs (average 82%
of predicted ORFs) than KEGG (average 71% of the predicted ORFs).

orf annotated by PFAM

orf annotated by KEGG

total nb of orf

B. fragilis - 85% completeness
B. fragilis - 89% completeness
B. fragilis - 94% completeness
B. fragilis - 96% completeness
B. fragilis - 97% completeness
B. fragilis - 98% completeness
B. fragilis - 99% completeness
B. fragilis - 99% completeness
B. fragilis - 99% completeness
B. fragilis - 99% completeness
B. thetaiotaomicron - 95% completeness
B.ovatus - 72% completeness
B.ovatus - 73% completeness
B.ovatus - 81% completeness
B.ovatus - 94% completeness
B.ovatus - 97% completeness
B.ovatus - 98% completeness
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Figure 14: ORF prediction and annotation of MAGs from Bacteroides species based on KEGG or PFAM
protein family databases. Each MAG is designed by their predicted species name and the % of completeness
of the MAG.

We finally used the KEGG metabolic map to look at the main metabolic functions found in these
genomes. The majority (57%) of the ORFs from Bacteroides MAGs annotated by a KEGG function
were involved in housekeeping functions such as DNA replication, transcription, and cellular
transport. The major metabolic functions found in the Bacteroides MAGs were proteins involved in
carbohydrate metabolism (12% of KEGG annotated ORFs), amino-acid metabolism (7% of KEGG
annotated ORFs) and glycan metabolism (5% of KEGG annotated ORFs) (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Major KEGG metabolic pathway found in Bacteroides MAGs. The KEGG annotations were
mapped to the KEGG metabolic pathways and grouped before counts. The x-axis represents the % of KEGG
annotated ORFs from Bacteroides MAGs.
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5. Discussion
5.1 Isolation of seven species of Bacteroides
Part of this thesis was to contribute to the isolation of Bacteroides spp. from HELMi infant and mother
stool samples to aid in the ongoing research activities aiming for characterization of
immunomodulatory potential of Bacteroides spp. for health and development.
Previous literature has shown that the number of Bacteroides spp. is significantly reduced in infants
delivered via C-section, which indicates that Bacteroides spp. are vertically transferred from mother
to the infant during vaginal delivery (Korpela & De Vos, 2018). We failed to isolate any Bacteroides
spp. from infants born via C-section reflecting their low abundance in C-section born infants in
general and also in the here targeted HELMi infants (Korpela et al., 2021). Overall, we managed to
isolate three species of Bacteroides from infants and five from mothers after an initial screening of
ca. 40 colonies grown from 9 fecal samples (3 mother samples and 6 infant samples).
One potential way to improve the yield of isolated Bacteroides spp. would be to select all gramnegative colonies, even the visually identical ones, for DNA extraction and send them to Sanger
sequencing for identification. In this thesis work, selection of colonies after gram-staining was done
based on visual inspection and those colonies that were unique and identified as gram-negative during
staining were selected to avoid picking an abundant species repeatedly. One study investigated the
difference in the success rate of isolation between unique colony selection and picking every colony
from the plates (Chang et al., 2019). They reported that colony picking of unique colonies does
improve the rate of isolation moderately, which supports our decision to select individual colonies by
eye. However, it is likely that we have excluded some Bacteroides spp. during the selection of
colonies.
Furthermore, the samples were grown on BBE media, which is a media favored by Bacteroides spp.,
but due to lack of selective antibiotics present in the media, BBE provides a good platform for growth
of other obligately anaerobic gram-negative bacterial species as well (Livingston et al., 1979). Indeed,
85% of the picked infant colonies were non-Bacteroides gram-negative species, mostly members of
Klebsiella genus (Supplementary Table 1). B.ovatus, B.fragilis, and B.novardii have been reported to
grow on media that contains a cocktail of antibiotics, which would aid in the selection of colonies,
since it would reduce the number of other bacteria able to grow on the plate (Versluis et al., 2019).
This could increase the number of isolated Bacteroides spp. but could lead to limited species
representation as the ability of other Bacteroides spp. to grow on selective antibiotic media is not
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known. In addition, some of the isolates in this thesis were briefly grown on Brucella plates due to
unavailability of BBE plates for one subculture step, which could have also negatively impacted the
overall yield of isolated Bacteroides spp. and promoted the growth of other gram-negative bacteria,
thus leading to high overall percentage of colonies of non-Bacteroides spp. among the isolated
colonies. Using media optimized for Bacteroides spp. growth should naturally improve the number
of Bacteroides spp. isolated, and recently, a new chromogenic media has also been developed to
further aid the isolation of Bacteroides spp., which could also support the isolation efforts (Tierney,
2016).

5.2 Activation of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by Bacteroides isolates
Another aim of this thesis was to investigate the immunostimulatory capacity of the Bacteroides spp.
isolates via an in vitro assay.
The Bacteroides spp. possess the ability to modulate immunity in various ways. Best characterized
are the mechanism related to B.fragilis and its polysaccharide A, a capsular cell surface carbohydrate
that is a key T cell activator in TLR2-dependent manner (Wang et al., 2006). The pathway can activate
both pro- and anti-inflammatory properties (Alvarez et al., 2020). Accordingly, members of
Bacteroides spp. have been reported to participate in the maintenance of immune homeostasis in the
gut by correcting T cell deficiencies (Mazmanian et al., 2005). Apart from the PSA, LPS molecules
of Bacteroides spp., signal via innate immune receptors not only through the prototype LPS receptor
TLR4 but also TLR2 (Alhawi et al., 2009). Intriguingly, the immune effects caused by the
Bacteroides spp. are shown to be species specific due to the structural variation of the lipid in LPS
(Jacobson et al., 2018).
Here, we utilized the collection of different Bacteroides spp. isolates and studied their differences in
activating the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells. To ensure we can observe the anticipated species-level
differences also in hTLR2-hTLR6 activation, a serial dilution was carried out for both alive bacterial
samples and their culture media. This also allowed us to investigate, how the concentration influenced
the level of activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells.
Overall, the level of activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells caused by the isolates did vary widely, and no
clear patterns among live and culture media samples were observed. However, some species within
each sample group activated the receptor more potently than others. Among the live samples, for
example, B.thetaiotaomicron isolated from an infant was able to induce a strong cellular response
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compared to its counterpart isolated from a mother (Figure 8A). Differences in results between
B.thetaiotaomicron isolates from infant and mother can be due to a strain-level variation, which
would explain the significantly increased hTLR2-hTLR6 cell activation caused by live infant isolate
compared to mother isolate (Figure 8C). However, the current species-level identification is only
tentative as it is based only on sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (ca. 1.5 kb). To ensure the specieslevel annotations, a whole genome sequencing is eventually required. Furthermore, B.cellulosilyticus
was also found to be a significantly potent activator of the hTLR2-hTLR6 cells among live samples
whereas B.caccae and B.uniformis failed to provide significant levels of activation (Figure 8A &
Figure 8C). Interestingly, some earlier work reported strong TLR2 activation by human gut derived
B.uniformis and B.caccae, using the same reporter cell assay (Brown et al., 2021). In addition, they
reported lower activation of hTLR2-hTLR6 cells by B.cellulosilyticus. These differences in results
could be due to strain level variations among the investigated Bacteroides spp. and stresses the need
for strain-specific characterization of Bacteroides spp.
There was no distinction between the abilities of the surface molecules (whole cells) or the excreted
molecules in the supernatant to activate hTLR2-hTLR6 cells (Figure 9). Particularly
B.thetaiotaomicron as both alive and supernatant sample activated the hTLR2-hTLR6 receptor
significantly compared to the negative control (Figure 9). Previously B.thetaiotaomicron has been
reported to induce its inflammatory properties via TLR2 receptors, and to activate the immune system
via ECVs in addition to its surface molecules (Aktar et al., 2020; Gul et al., 2021). Furthermore, two
of the isolates did express low levels of hTLR2-hLTR6 cell activation via both alive and culture
media samples: B.uniformis and B.caccae. B.uniformis has been reported to induce anti-inflammatory
effects in mice, in which it alleviated the inflammatory symptoms by preventing the activation of
TLR5 (Fabersani et al., 2021). Similar action could apply to TLR2, but how B.uniformis blocks the
activation of TLR5 is currently unknown. B.caccae, on the other hand, has been reported in high
abundancies in the microbiota of

patients receiving successful immunotherapy treatment for

metastatic melanoma (Frankel et al., 2017). The presence of B.caccae in recovering patient could
reflect a positive immunomodulatory effect for the patient, but the causal relationship between the
amount of B.caccae and the success of the immunotherapy remains unknown.
What does a strong activation of TLR2 then mean? Strong activation in the current reporter cell
system means that a matching TLR2 ligand is present and after binding to its receptor, the prototype
signaling pathway is initiated. However, it remains to be determined, how strong activation of
hTLR2-hTLR6 cells correlate with the strength of the induced immune response. In addition,
investigation of whether the activation would lead to pro-or anti-inflammatory responses would
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require identifying the molecule causing the activation and the type of cytokine production or other
downstream reactions the molecule can induce. Previously PSA from B.fragilis has been identified
as an activator of TLR2 and responsible for downstream production of anti-inflammatory interleukin
10 (IL-10) (Dasgupta et al., 2014). Mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are proteins involved
in the MyD88-dependent pathway activated by TLR2 (Oliveira-Nascimento et al., 2012) and the
identity of the ligand bound on the TLR2/TLR6 receptor was determined to be crucial for the IL-10
secretion (DePaolo et al., 2008). As also other molecules such as cell wall components peptidoglycans
and lipoteichoic acids can activate TLR2, our results on unfractionated cells and supernatants do not
enable speculation what is the exact TLR2 ligand in this work.

5.3 Retrieval of more than 2500 high-quality MAGs
We created a scalable pipeline able to obtain near-complete MAGs from the HELMi WGS
metagenomes and identify Bacteroides MAGs.
In total, we retrieved 2670 high-quality MAGs were obtained from 305 samples which were collected
from 88 infants. The number of MAGs was found to be dependent on the total number of reads per
infant (Figure 11). Both great number of metagenomes per infant and high sequencing depth allowed
for a better obtention of almost complete MAGs. This is expected since more genetic material allows
for better assembly.
Importantly, we were able to obtain a large number of high-quality MAGs from Firmicutes,
Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes, which have been classified as the most predominant phyla in the
infant gut (Figure 12A) (Rodríguez et al., 2015). This is because the construction of near-complete
MAGs is only possible for high abundance species in the metagenome, for which enough microbial
genetic material is present in the metagenome (Almeida et al., 2019).
Importantly we could not assign a species taxonomic classification for all the obtained MAGs (Figure
12B). Indeed, we were able to classify most of the MAGs to the family level (80.7%), but less than
30% at the species level. The specificity of taxonomic classification is influenced by the completeness
of the MAGs and the completeness of the reference database used for the classification (Yang et al.,
2021). In our MAGs, 81.2% were considered to be near complete (completeness over 90%), this
suggest that the use of a gut-specific database for the taxonomic annotation would allow for a more
precise classification of our MAGs.
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Our main aim was to characterize MAGs from the genus Bacteroides. We obtained 24 independent
MAGs that could be classified to this genus. Most of them could be assigned to a specific Bacteroides
species, particularly common in infant gut (Figure 13A). Five Bacteroides’ MAGs could not be
assigned to a specific species. This can be due to an incomplete MAGs, novel species or that for some
other reason no match was found in the reference database (Parks et al., 2015). Future works will
include a more precise taxonomic characterization of these unclassified MAGs using a gut specific
reference database, such as the HumGut database (Hiseni et al., 2020)
It was hypothesized that Bacteroides spp. are acquired by the infant gut via vertical transmission from
the mother (Bäckhed et al., 2015) and the environment (Korpela et al., 2018). During the first years
of life, the abundancy of Bacteroides changes as the developing microbiome matures. An increased
abundance of Bacteroides spp. in the gut has been associated with changes in the infant diet,
specifically, when the infant transfers from breastfeeding to solid foods between the ages of 9 to 18
months (Bergström et al., 2014). This increase in abundance is likely attributable to the ability of
Bacteroides spp. to utilize variety of carbohydrates present in the diet (Kaoutari et al., 2013).
Members of Bacteroides spp. have been reported to tailor their degradation strategy to match
carbohydrates available based on the dietary intake (McNulty et al., 2013). To further investigate the
dynamics of Bacteroides in the infant gut, we looked at the relative abundance of the identified
Bacteroides MAGs at the four different sampling points (Figure 13B). Our results indicate that there
was no clear pattern between the identified Bacteroides species, and the relative abundance observed
in the infant gut. While some Bacteroides species were present in the gut at 3 months of age, other
emerged when the infant was one year old. This does support the previous findings that the
Bacteroides spp. are present in the gut at early age and the composition of Bacteroides spp. is highly
dynamic since birth through infancy (Shao et al., 2019).

5.4 Functional Annotation
To further characterize the functions of the Bacteroides spp. in the infant gut microbiome, a functional
annotation was carried out for the constructed MAGs for the members of Bacteroides spp identified
at the species level.
We used ORF prediction and annotated the predicted proteins either KEGG (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000)
and PFAM protein families (Figure 14). Most predicted ORFs could be annotated with a function by
either of these databases.
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We leveraged the KEGG database to and mapped the identified protein families to cellular
metabolisms and functions (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) to further investigate the functions found in the
Bacteroides MAGs. As expected, a large number of predicted ORFs were identified as proteins
involved in the DNA replication, transcription regulation, structural proteins and metabolite
transporters. Interestingly, among the predicted proteins involved in cellular metabolism, a large
number of proteins were involved in carbohydrate metabolism (Figure 15). This was to be expected,
since Bacteroides spp. have an important role in the degradation of complex carbohydrates, such as
polysaccharides and oligosaccharides in the gut. Bacteroides spp. are especially specialized in
consumption of the carbohydrates via polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs) present in their genome
(Grondin et al., 2017). Furthermore, the Bacteroides MAGs also carried ORFs contributing to glycan
biosynthesis, cofactor, and vitamin metabolism. All in all, this work provides the basis for a genomeresolved characterization of Bacteroides species and strains in infant gut.

5.5 Future perspectives
Investigation of the diversity and complexity of the microbial communities in the infant gut continues
to be an incomplete task and one of the future perspectives in the area of human microbiome research.
The characterization of the microbes will aid in the understanding the development and long-term
effects of immune disorders due to early microbiota aberrations and how they could be prevented or
mitigated. Our work has provided more information regarding the characteristics of seven different
Bacteroides spp. in mother-infant interface, but further characterization efforts are needed to fully
understand the role of Bacteroides spp. in the early life and in human health and disease in general.
For the characterization of the immunomodulatory properties of Bacteroides spp., the usage of
hTLR2-hTLR6 in vitro assay allowed to investigate one aspect of the innate immune responses
induced by Bacteroides spp. To further understand, how Bacteroides spp. interact with the innate
immune system, isolated fractions of LPS, PSA, and potentially other fractions are needed to delineate
the specific molecules that activate TLR2. Also, more research should be done to understand the
differences in the level of immunomodulatory potential between the surface of the Bacteroides spp.
and their secretions, such as their extracellular vesicles (ECVs) and possible other metabolites that
can interact with the TLR receptors. Similar to other gram-negative bacteria, Bacteroides spp. have
also been reported to activate the immunologic signaling cascade via TLR4 receptors (Brown et al.,
2021; Erridge et al., 2010), which provide a natural candidate for the future efforts of characterization
of immunomodulatory properties of Bacteroides spp.
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In addition, to improve the identification of the Bacteroides spp. present in infant the gut based on
the reconstructed MAGs, a more systematic phylogenetic tree analysis is needed to identify the
unknown Bacteroides spp. and to assign their genomes taxonomically more accurately to nearest
neighbors. Assigning genome taxonomy would also allow the identification and characterization of
the specific genes of interest in the microbial genome, such as genes associated with antibiotic
resistance. Understanding the genetic composition of the Bacteroides spp. would also provide critical
knowledge of the contributions of the different species for the long-term health and their possible
probiotic effects, which would also aid in the development of next-generation probiotics to support
the overall well-being and health already during infancy (Gómez del Pulgar et al., 2020).
Moreover, the vertical transmission of bacteria from mother to infant during the vaginal birth is an
important factor in the colonization of the early life microbiome. By comparing the abundancy and
variety of Bacteroides spp. between mother and infant pairs would provide more information of,
which species are transmitted at birth and which species emerge later as the infant becomes older.
This would also allow for observing strain level differences in the Bacteroides spp. and their influence
on the long-term health of the infant to further aid the characterization and classification efforts of
Bacteroides spp.
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Supplementary Material

Figure 1. Change in cellular expression over time for the bacterial supernatant samples. The level of
activation of HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 was observed to be linear for all species at different dilutions.
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Figure 2. Change in cellular expression over time for the culture media of Bacteroides isolates. The
level of activation of HEK-Blue™ hTLR2-hTLR6 was observed to be linear for all species at different
dilutions.
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Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis for selected isolates. A) Visualized bands for samples 1-19 B) Visualized
bands for sample 20. The ladder was loaded twice on the gel to ensure exposure of visible bands.
Additionally, the gel contains a sample that was not used in analysis (sample code DM_1). NTC = no
template control.
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Table 1. Complete list of isolates from HELMi infant samples. VD = vaginal delivery, CSD = Caesarian
section delivery.

Family
Isolate

Grams
Nature

Blackening
of Media

Selection status for
DNA extraction

Family
A.1
Family
A.2
Family
A.3
Family
B.1
Family
B.2
Family
B.3
Family
B.4
Family
C.1
Family
C.2
Family
C.3
Family
C.4
Family
C.5
Family
D.1
Family
D.2
Family
D.3
Family
D.4
Family
D.5
Family
D.6
Family
D.7
Family
D.8
Family
D.9
Family
E.1

purple and
pink
pink

no

yes

VD

yes

yes

VD

purple and
pink
pink

yes

yes

VD

yes

yes

VD

yes Enterococcus
fecalis
yes Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron
yes Enterococcus
fecalis
no Eschereichia coli

pink

yes

yes

VD

no Eschereichia coli

purple and
pink
pink

no

no

VD

no

no

yes

VD

no Eschereichia coli

pink

na

no

CSD

-

pink

yes

yes

CSD

-

Eschereichia coli

pink

yes

yes

CSD

-

Shigella (genus)

pink

yes

yes

CSD

-

Eschereichia coli

pink

yes

yes

CSD

-

Shigella (genus)

pink

yes

no

VD

yes

na

no

no

VD

yes

pink

yes

yes

VD

yes Klebiseilla (genus)

pink

yes

yes

VD

yes Klebiseilla (genus)

pink

no

no

VD

yes

pink

yes

yes

VD

pink

no

no

VD

yes Gram-negative
Bacteria
yes

pink

yes

no

VD

yes

purple

yes

yes

VD

pink

yes

yes

CSD

yes Gram-negative
Bacteria
- Klebiseilla (genus)
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Delivery
IAP
Mode

BLAST Hit

Family
E.2
Family
E.3
Family
E.4
Family
F.1
Family
F.2
Family
F.3
Family
F.4
Family
F.5
Family
F.6
Family
F.7
Family
F.8

pink

yes

no

CSD

-

pink

yes

yes

CSD

-

pink

yes

no

CSD

-

mislabelled
sample
na

mislabelled
sample
no

no

VD

no

no

VD

no

pink

yes

yes

VD

no Klebiseilla (genus)

pink

yes

yes

VD

pink

yes

no

VD

no Bacteroides
caccae
no

pink

yes

yes

VD

no Klebiseilla (genus)

pink

yes

yes

VD

no smear

no

no

VD

no Bacteroides
caccae
no
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Klebiseilla (genus)

